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Working With Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve (Patient Centered Guides)O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Getting the best healthcare in today's world requires that you participate in the process. Working with Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve will help you to be your own advocate, to get the very vest in healthcare, and to have the best possible relationship with your doctors. It will show you how to become an...
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Key Clinical Trials in Erectile DysfunctionSpringer, 2006

	Contained within this short volume are some of the Key Clinical Trials relating to the medical treatment of erectile dysfunction (ED). In an attempt to understand the potential significance, a critique of the studies’ strengths and weaknesses is included as well as a diagrammatic summary of the trial design and key results. Most of the...
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Nanotechnology: Applications in Energy, Drug and FoodSpringer, 2019

	
		
			Applications of nanotechnology are the remarkable sizes dependent on physiochemical properties of nanomaterials that have led to the developed protocols for synthesizing nanomaterials over a range of size, shapes and chemical compositions. Nanomaterials are normally powders composed of nanoparticles which exhibit properties...
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Pharmacotherapy of Obesity (Milestones in Drug Therapy)Birkhauser, 2007

	After three introductory chapters that deal with the general theme of obesity – now regarded as a chronic disease – this volume discusses the drugs sibutramine and orlistat, which are approved for long-term use in the US and in much of the rest of the world. The three final chapters discuss future drug targets, like the central...
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Psychiatric Issues in Epilepsy: A Practical Guide to Diagnosis and TreatmentLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This volume is a pragmatic, comprehensive guide to evaluation and management of psychiatric problems in patients with epilepsy. The authors critically analyze recent findings on the relationship between seizures and psychiatric disorders and offer practical recommendations for diagnosis and treatment. Numerous case studies are...
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Ten Drugs: How Plants, Powders, and Pills Have Shaped the History of MedicineHarry N. Abrams, 2019

	
		Behind every landmark drug is a story. It could be an oddball researcher’s genius insight, a catalyzing moment in geopolitical history, a new breakthrough technology, or an unexpected but welcome side effect discovered during clinical trials. Piece together these stories, as Thomas Hager does in this remarkable,...
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Hysteroscopy: Visual Perspectives of Uterine Anatomy, Physiology, and PathologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, the Third Edition of Diagnostic and Operative Hysteroscopy provides a comprehensive pictorial and textual guide to the anatomy, physiology, pathology, and clinical aspects of the uterus and the latest diagnostic and operative hysteroscopy procedures. This edition features more than...
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Podcasting HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Podcasting does for Internet audio listeners what TiVo does for television viewers--it puts you in charge of when you enjoy a program. Podcasting is a web-based broadcast medium that sends audio content (most commonly in the MP3 format) directly to an iPod or other digital audio player. You subscribe to audio feeds, receive new...
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Women Drug Traffickers: Mules, Bosses, and Organized Crime (Diálogos Series)University of Chicago Press, 2014

	In the flow of drugs to the United States from Latin America, women have always played key roles as bosses, business partners, money launderers, confidantes, and couriersâ€•work rarely acknowledged. Elaine Carey’s study of women in the drug trade offers a new understanding of this intriguing subject, from women drug smugglers in the...
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Rheumatology and Immunology Therapy: A to Z EssentialsSpringer, 2004

	Entries in a practical A to Z Format


	Highly therapy-focused


	Uniform and clearly arranged entries for ease of reference


	Comprehensive information on symptoms and therapeutical possibilities of rheumatologic and musculoskeletal diseases as well as drugs


	Written by leading experts in the field
...
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Enzybiotics: Antibiotic Enzymes as Drugs and TherapeuticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Presents the latest research and applications for a new, promising approach to fighting infectious diseases


	Enzybiotics is a promising way of fighting bacterial or fungal infectious diseases by using viruses or viral-derived lysins. Drawing from the fields of medicinal chemistry, microbiology, genetics, and biochemistry, this book...
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New Concepts of Antiviral TherapySpringer, 2006

	Antiviral drugs are vital - but imperfect - tools for treatment and prevention of viral infections. Undesirable effects, from drug resistant viruses to low oral bioavailability, toxicity and severe side effects limit clinical usefulness. These factors drive demand for improved antiviral strategies. This book offers an up-to-date review of new...
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